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**Abstract**

Social Feed Manager (SFM) is an open-source tool for collecting social media data via the APIs for services including Twitter, Flickr, Weibo and, soon, Tumblr.

The data retrieved via the API is significantly richer than what is typically seen by website or app users.

This data, combined with data captured or generated by SFM and data entered by collectors allows us to gather provenance information about three activities in the life of a Tweet:

- creation
- collection
- selection

Questions remain about which of these categories are most useful, and which should be privileged for capture and display.

**Background**

SFM was developed by a team at George Washington University (GW) Libraries and has successfully supported GW scholars collecting tweets for their research since 2012.

Social media researchers have called for increased documentation to support reproducibility, validity and data sharing now and in the future. These needs align closely with the concept of provenance as used in archives and digital curation.

**Provenance** is information about entities, activities, and people involved in producing a piece of data or thing, which can be used to form assessments about its quality, reliability or trustworthiness.
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**Creation**

The Twitter API includes metadata about the Twitter user who authored the tweet:

- `id`
- `verified`
- `description`
- `location`
- `screen_name`
- `lang`
- `name`
- `url`

Additional metadata about the tweet itself includes:

- `created_at`
- `time_zone`
- `country_name`

Additional metadata about the user who authored the tweet includes:

- `id`
- `screen_name`
- `location`
- `description`
- `url`
- `verified`
- `geo`
- `time_zone`
- `country_name`

**Collection**

For each call to the API, SFM records the exact HTTP transaction as WARC request and response records.

WARC request records include:

- URL from the API that was retrieved
- query parameters that were passed

WARC response records include the content of the tweets as JSON as well as data about the API response, such as:

- server status code
- date stamp when the data was collected
- information on rate limits that could affect what is collected

The headers on the WARC records hold metadata about how each message was sent or received, including a date stamp, fixties for the HTTP message, and server IP address.

Additionally, SFM captures its own metadata on collection activity, which is recorded in a database record. This includes:

- dates collection started and ended
- some basic statistics
- any informational, warning, or error messages
- token or uid updates received

**Selection**

SFM automatically logs all actions taken on a collection.

Additionally, SFM gives collectors the ability to add notes to the change log to document curatorial activities at key moments in the collecting process:

- creating a collection
- organizing a collection
- adding or removing seeds
- changing the schedule, frequency or other parameters for collecting
- changing the credentials used for collecting

**Open Questions**

- Which of this provenance metadata is most valuable to researchers, archivists or other collectors?
- How should we provide access to provenance metadata?
  - In SFM’s UI?
  - In reports when exports are created?
- How should we provide access to provenance metadata?
  - Format?
    - Machine-readable? Human-readable?
  - API?
    - WARC? PROV?
  - Other?
- Are there other relevant specifications or standards that we should consider?